The method previously proposed to estimate the uncertainty of validated variables in steady state data reconciliation has been extended to dynamic data reconciliation. The approach used in this article to estimate a posteriori variances in the case of dynamic date validation is based on the one described in [2] for the stationary case. Orthogonal collocations are used to discretise ODE. Results are presented for an adiabatic reactor with first order kinetic.
Introduction
Efficient process monitoring is a key issue in plant operation, since measurement errors are always present. To address this issue, data validation is nowadays routinely performed for steady state processes, but dynamic systems still present some challenges. Data validation uses measurement redundancy and model constraints to reduce measurement uncertainty and to calculate non measured state variables of the system. A posteriori variance for validated variables compared to raw measurements can be calculated for linear or linearized steady state systems. Several methods are enable to solve the dynamic data reconciliation problem [2] . We use NLP technique and orthogonal collocation [3] to discretize the ODE systems, as described in [1] .
Estimation of a posteriori variances
The algorithm uses moving horizon is used to limit the size of the optimization problem. This moving horizon is described by the following figure.
The validation window is defined by five parameters: -h 1 : measurement frequency -h 2 : size of the interpolation of the input variables -h 3 : discretization interval of the differential state variables -h 4 : size of the moving window -h 5 : the move of the window after optimization
In the case of orthogonal collocations, the objective function is: 
Variance of estimates in dynamic data reconciliation
With -x: the vector of differential state variables; -z: the vector of algebraic variables; -u: the vector of input variables. This objective function is submitted to five types of constraints: -the link equations: they are algebraic relations between all process variables. Those constraints have to be satisfied as well at the measurements times as at the collocations nodes:
-the relations between the differential state variables and the Lagrange interpolation polynomials at all measurement times of the moving horizon except at the initial times of the discretization intervals t CI :
-the linear interpolations of the values of input variables between times t ini and t f of the interpolation horizon at the other times of that horizon:
t i t t t t t
-the residuals of the differential state equations at all collocation nodes:
-the continuity constraints of the differential state variables between two discretization intervals:
This constrained problem can be transformed into an unconstrained problem using Lagrange formulation. The necessary condition for optimality is expressed by setting to 0 the gradient of the Lagrangian. By linearising the equation system as shown in [2] , one obtains a linear relation between validated variables and measurements: x z u x z u
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With F, F c and G the constant terms of the linear aproximation of the constraints. One obtains the sensitivity matrix M which is the Jacobian matrix of the equation system: 
As for the stationary estimation [2] , posteriori variances can be deduced from those last formulas: Similar equations can be written for input and algebraic variables.
Case study: an adiabatic reactor with first order kinetic
This reactor with first order kinetic is defined by the following differential state equation:
CA is the state variables while F and CA i are the inputs. The problem has no algebraic variable. The kinetic constant k is defined as a constant of the optimization problem; so, it can not be optimized.
Variance of estimates in dynamic data reconciliation
The parameters of the window have been chosen as follow: h 1 = 1, h 2 = 4, h 3 = 4, h 4 = 49 and h 5 = 2. The Lagrange interpolation polynomials are of the second order. The process is subject to several inputs changes of the form: As can be seen on figure 1 and 2 , for the concentration and the feed flowrate profiles respectively, the validation allows to reduce the noise and the changes in the profiles are very well followed by the validated values. The variance reduction is less important and varies more for the inputs along the validation window. We think that it is a consequence of the way input variables are defined in the validation problem.
Conclusions and future work
The results presented in this article are for an adiabatic reactor with a first order kinetic. Similar results have been obtained for different systems including the example described in [1] . Good reductions for variances of state and algebraic variables are obtained in all cases, but for input variables the reductions of the variances are less significant. In the future, we plan to examine the influence of polynomial order used to model the input variables on the variability of the validated uncertainty.
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